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Abstract

Today’s networks are controlled at various organ-
isational and functional layers by human man-
agers. What seems more suitable for the future
scenarios is a management solution based on static
and/or mobile software entities, collecting net-
work state information and having the ability to
directly invoke effective changes to switch con-
trollers, without the interaction of a human oper-
ator. In particular, this would enable more flexi-
ble interactions among distinct network providers
improving the process of allocating a connection
which spans several networks. This paper de-
scribes a software architecture which makes use
of Distributed Artificial Intelligent techniques in
order to support the QoS-based multi-domain rou-
ting process.

Introduction

In the deregulated telecommunications market improv-
ing interworking is very important since it is a prerequi-
site for supporting advanced services spanning several
domains. This task is even more delicate for networks
which aim to provide any kind of Quality of Service
(QoS) guarantees.

Currently many aspects of the interworking are stat-
ically fixed by contracts (number and available capac-
ity of links connecting one network domain to another,
prices etc.) and many steps of the interaction are reg-
ulated by human operators via fax, e-mail, etc. This
makes the overall inter-operability process very slow
(for instance several months can pass before effective
inter-domain network configuration changes take place)
and quite inefficient. Inefficiency is mainly due to the
difficulty for human operators to consider all aspects
which complicate the interworking process:

¯ The increasing number of actors (content providers,
added-value service provider, brokers,etc.) with dif-
ferent roles than those of the traditional telecom op-
erators.

¯ The use of different and heterogeneous technologies.

¯ The need for a mapping between intra- and inter-
domain management aspects.

Among all various interworking aspects, the end-to-
end routing for networks which support QoS guarantees
is a very complex problem (Chen & Nahrstedt 1998;
Lin & Yee 1989; Lee 1995). Routing decisions can be-
come very complex (often NP complete to route just 
single demand) whenever various QoS parameters such
as bandwidth, delay, jitter, cell-loss ratio, etc. must be
taken into account.

The complexity increases whenever the end-points
belong to network domains owned by distinct authori-
ties, i.e., in a multi-domain scenario. In this latter case,
the routing task is made very difficult by the fact that
individual network providers do not reveal detailed in-
formation about their internal network.

This paper focuses on the QoS-based multi-domain
routing process and introduces a distributed paradigm
that enables routing decisions making use of restricted
information. In particular, it is described how Artificial
Intelligence techniques for distributed problem solving
supply a compact way to formalise the inter-domain
routing process, i.e., routing between provider domains,
and how this formalism enables an agent middleware
to actively route demands. Although, the intra-domain
process, i.e., the routing within a single network do-
main, is not considered in this paper, the technique
we propose shows how the intra-domain process can be
made consistent with the inter-domain routing.

Global framework
The network of a provider A provider’s network,
or network, is modelled as a graph, as depicted in Fig-
ure 1. A node corresponds to a network node (such
as switches and touters) or even to sub-networks. The
set of links interconnecting the nodes are intra-domain
links, and represent the communication channels ex-
isting inside every network. Communication between
the networks of the providers take place through inter-
domain links (see Figure 1).

Every link li, either intra- or inter-domain, is charac-
terised by:
¯ A vector qosi expressing the Quality of Service prop-

erties of the link: available bandwidth (typically mea-
sured in [bits/second]), and other parameters such as
delay ([psi), bit loss ratio, bit error rate, etc.
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Figure 1: Network of a provider and the inter-domain
links it is connected to.
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Figure 2: Providers’ graph.

* The cost ci of the link (also called price), which is as-
sumed to be fix (and known) for the overall duration
of the inter-domain routing process.

The providers’ graph The interconnection of the
different providers’ networks can be summarised in an
abstract simple graph, called the providers’ graph, as
shown in Figure 2. The providers’ graph consists of ab-
stract nodes and abstract links. An abstract node rep-
resents a network provider domain, and is characterised
by a node traversal delay and a node traversal cost. An
abstract link between two abstract nodes clusters all
inter-domain links interconnecting the two correspond-
ing network provider domains.

The demands In this framework, a communication
demand dk, or demand, is specified by a triple:

dk ::= (Xk,Yk, qOSreq,k)

where Xk is the source node, Yk the destination node,
and qOSreq,k the required QoS by the demand. A de-

mand may be anything from a phone call to a virtual
link in a Virtual Private Network.

qOSreq,k is restricted to bandwidth considerations
within the scope of this paper. Therefore, qOSreq,k
expresses the maximal bandwidth (peak bandwidth)
needed by the demand. This includes all demands with
Constant Bit Rate at a constant rate < qOSreq,k, or
Variable Bit Rate with peak rate < qOSreq,k.

Problem definition

The process of allocating a route for a service demand
which spans several providers’ networks is a very com-
plex task for several reasons: (1) there are distinct en-
tities involved (final customers, service providers, etc.),
(2) the routing must take into account QoS require-
ments, (3) network resources and information are dis-
tributed, (4) a trade-off between the profit optimisation
and the end-user (i.e., the service customer) satisfaction
is required.

Two main sub-problems need to be addressed: (1)
Finding the routes that satisfy connectivity and QoS
constraints. (2) Selecting a specific route by negotiat-
ing with other providers. This paper focuses on the
former sub-task that can be more precisely expressed
as it follows:

When a network provider receives a demand, it has:

¯ To detect the source and the destination network do-
mains. Whenever the destination node resides in a
remote network provider domain the inter-domain
routing process must be started1.

¯ To compute an abstract path P. An abstract path
is an ordered list of distinct network provider do-
mains between the source and the destination net-
work provider domains.

¯ To contact all the network providers along P.

¯ To compute the local routes, i.e., intra-domain rout-
ing inside the network providers along P.

¯ To make the set of local routes consistent with inter-
domain constraints. All local routes which violates
such constraints are discarded.

¯ To negotiate with the providers along P in order to
allocate a global route. A global route is the end-to-
end connection consisting of local routes and inter-
domain links interconnecting them.

- If an agreement is found, the network resources are
reserved,

- Otherwise the service demand is rejected.

The Network Provider Interworking

paradigm

Every network provider is represented by a Network
Provider Agent, NPA (for the large amount of goals and

zIf the source and the destination nodes belong to the
same network provider domain the intra-domain routing is
started.
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tasks, this entity is implemented by means of several
agents, i.e., negotiator, contractor etc.).

The inter-domain routing requires the coordination
of distributed NPAs, since all knowledge about the re-
sources needed to allocate a demand cannot be gathered
into one agent, i.e., into one single network provider,
for various reasons. First of all, collecting information
about a problem implies communication costs and it
can become very inefficient or even impossible for scal-
ability reasons. Acquiring and maintaining data about
connectivity and QoS aspects of the overall scenario
it is practically infeasible due to the large number of
network providers and the complexity of every network
domain. Finally, collecting all the information into one
agent may not be desirable because of security and pri-
vacy policies.

In our framework, distributed agents solve the inter-
domain routing problem without centralising all infor-
mation: every NPA assigns a part of the global route,
namely the local part inside its network, and it negoti-
ates with others in order to interconnect its local route
to form a global end-to-end connection. However, a
minimal amount of information about the external net-
works is needed. Every NPA needs in fact to have a
global view, i.e., the providers’ graph, in order to be
able to compute abstract paths.

At this stage of the development the NPI paradigm
does not depend on the network technology which
provides QoS guarantees, it could be either ATM or
Internet 2 supporting per flow guarantees.

Formalism for the multi-domain routing
process

Constraint satisfaction is a powerful and extensively
used Artificial Intelligence paradigm (Tsang 1993).
Constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) involve finding
values for problem variables subject to restrictions (con-
straints) on which combinations of values are accept-
able. CSP are solved using search (e.g., backtrack) and
inference (e.g., arc consistency) methods. Distributed
Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DCSP) (Yokoo et al.
1992) is a CSP that is solved by distributed agents,
each agent being responsible for a set of variables, and
exchanging messages with other agents to prevent the
violation of any constraint.

Finding a route for allocating service demands that
cross distinct networks can be considered as a DCSP,
since the variables are distributed among agents and
since constraints exist among them. We assume that:
(1) every agent has exactly one variable, (2) all inter-
domain constraints are binary, i.e., they involve two
variables, (3) intra-domain constraints are unary and
must ensure that at least one local path verifies the
QoS requirements, (4) there is at least an agent for

2Ip with the advent of flow identification (IPv6) and per
flow routing or per application (that may be possible with
active network technology) offer differentiated levels of QoS.
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Figure 3: Network representation.

every domain, (5) all the agents in the scenario know
each other, (6) agents communicate using messages.

The DCSP can be represented as a graph, the con-
straint graph, where variables are vertices and con-
straints are edges between vertices. Note that this con-
straint graph is not the physical communication net-
work. An edge in the constraint graph is not a physi-
cal communication link, but a logical relation between
agents. Since each agent owns exactly one variable, a
vertex in the constraint graph also represents an agent.

The variable every agent handles is a "local path"
(actually it is not a path since it expresses just the two
end-points of the local path) specified as a couple:

p ::= (inputpoint, outputpoint)

The values for each "local path" are all the possi-
ble combinations of boundary points i.e., input-output
points, which represent the possible local routes to al-
locate to the demand. The boundary points are nodes
which connect every network provider domain to exter-
nal networks. Note that only simple paths, i.e., loop-
free, are considered.

The set of all possible input-output points combina-
tions is the domain for each variable.

Consider the example depicted in Figure 3. Agent
receives a demand dk = (al,b6,qOSreq), and, for in-

stance, it selects the abstract path A - B. Next, agent
c~ determines:

Ia,k ::= { Set of possible input points }
Oa,k ::= { Set of possible output points }

In this example I~,k = {al} and O~,k = {a3,a4,a7},
since the only output points directly connected to B
are a3, a4 and at. The variable for agent a is the
couple pa = (i,o), i E Ia,k and 0 E O~,k. The
domain for pa is given by the set of all the possi-
ble routes connecting i to o: Da,k= {(al, a3), (al, a4),
(al, aT)}. Agent/~ owns the variable p~ (i ,o), with
i e I~,k = {bl, b2, b3} and 0 e O~,k = {b6}. Considering
only the points, which are directly connected with the
predecessor or with the successor along the path, allows
to reduce the complexity of the solving algorithm. The
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fewer points there are in I~,k and O~,k, the fewer pos-
sible combinations there are for allocating a demand
(search space reduction). The domain for agent/3 is:
D~,k = {(bl, ba), (b2, 56), (53, 

The domains of the variables are dynamically cal-
culated for every specific demand. The dynamical re-
computation allows: (1) to update the variable domains
according to the network state, (2) to reduce the search
space.

The constraints

Connectivity and QoS constraints are locally translated
in constraints between the boundary points that two
neighbour network domains use for the inter-domain
routing. First of all it is necessary to check which
are the possible combinations of input/output points
from/to each other neighbour network. The set S is
defined:

::= I o. e o.,k,i Iz,k,o.
oa ~.z i~ means that oa is directly connected to i~.
For Na nodes in the network A and N~ in the domain

B there are at most Na x NZ possible inter-domain
connections, i.e., number of elements in S.

Considering Figure 3, the set S of possible
combinations of output Points of network A and
the input points of network B is: S(a,/3) 
{(a3, 51), (a3, b3), b2)}.

We can formalise and express all the possible con-
straints between two agents c~ and/3 as follows:

C(a,~) ::= (( i~,o~), (i ~,o~)) I (o,,i~) ~ 
(i,, o,) E D,, (i~, o~) E 

Note that both S(a, f0 and C(a,/3) are dynamically
calculated for every specific demand.

Distributed Arc Consistency - based

solving technique

The Distributed Arc Consistency (DAC) algorithm 
based on the use of the arc consistency technique (Ku-
mar 1992) applied to a very simple case of constraint
graph. In our framework, once an abstract path P has
been selected, the constraint graph is a simple chain.
Arc consistency is a technique used to narrow the space
of possible choices before actually performing search:
every link i- j of the constraint network is made arc
consistent by eliminating all the values of the variables
i and j which are not consistent with the given con-
straint.

Every NPA along P tries to define the feasible set of
possible local paths satisfying the QoS requirements of
the demand to be allocated. Then a filtering function
(AC propagation) eliminates inconsistent values from
the feasible set. The feasible set finally contains the set
of consistent values for the agent’s variable.

DAC consists of the following main steps:

1. An agent a receives a service demand d.

2. Agent c~ detects the destination and the source net-
work domains.

3. Based on the providers’ graph, which is dynamically
updated by the agents, an abstract path P for d is
computed. None, one or several paths may exist.
If none, the demand is rejected. If more than one
path exists, the shortest one which satisfies QoS con-
straints is selected.

For the selected path agent a contacts every agent
along P. From now on, several agents run similar
routines in parallel.

5. Each agent defines the variable domain D and the
set of constraints C. C is determined considering the
available QoS on the links li which interconnect every
provider network with its neighbours.

Based on qosr~q every agent reduces its variable do-
main D by performing node consistency: every local
path (in,on) that cannot support the required QoS
is eliminated from the domain D. If an agent has an
empty variable domain D a failure message is sent
to all agents along P. A new abstract path must be
investigated (go to 3).

Establishing arc consistency: every agent determines
all the values of its domain which are compatible with
the values contained in the domains of the neigh-
bours. If an agent obtains an empty variable domain
D a failure message is sent to all agents along P: d
cannot be allocated along P. Go to 3.

At least one solution, i.e., one route along P, exists.
In order to be sure that a solution will still exist af-
ter the negotiation, we assume that there exists a pre-
reservation mechanism of the negotiated resources re-
quired by the demand. If network failures or physical
changes occur the guarantee of having a solution is
not valid any more. In this case every agent is no-
tiffed by the Network Management System and the
algorithm backtracks to step 3.

If the negotiation is successful the resources needed
are reserveda and the service demand can be allo-
cated, otherwise a failure message is sent to all the
agents involved along P and the algorithm goes to 3.

The node consistency process (step 6) can be sup-
ported by the Blocking Island paradigm introduced in
(Frei & Faltings 1997). blocking is land (BI) is re-
source abstraction technique that allows to quickly as-
sess the existence of routes between end-points with a
given amount of available bandwidth, without having
to explicitly search for such a route. More precisely, if
the input point ia and the end point oa belong to the
same BI at the required QoS level, then (in, on) E 
i.e., there is a local route which guarantees the qOSreq.
Note that the choice of internal routes (in step 8), when

aNote that you pass from a pre-reservation, step 8, which
is temporary and for all the potential resources involved,
to an effective reservation of just those resources that are
effectively required for the specific demand.

.

.
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.
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Figure 4: Simple global scenario.

there are more than one, can rely on BI-based route se-
lection heuristics, as shown in (Frei & Faltings 1997),
in order to achieve load-balancing within a provider’s
network.

Visualising the main steps of DAC The following
examples graphically show the main steps of the DAC
algorithm. The DCSP formalism allows to easily visu-
alise which are the links in the scenario that guarantee
the QoS required. After the arc consistency propaga-
tion the only links considered are the ones which guar-
antee qosreq and which are consistent, i.e., which satisfy
the inter-domain constraints. Consider that NPA A re-
ceives the demand request d = (al, b6, qOSreq). The
scenario is showed in Figure 4.

Figure 5 (A) shows the situation before any compu-
tation. The routes inside every domain are specified as
couples of end-points, e.g., (al, a3), inside the network
domain A.

Figure 5 (B) indicates all the inter-domain links and
local routes that satisfy the QoS requirements. This is
the configuration after every agent has performed steps
5 and 6 of the DAC algorithm. At step 5 the links 12
and 13 are excluded since they cannot guarantee the
qos required. Step 6: the local path (al, a7) is pruned
out from the variable domain D~ and the local paths
(b2, b6) and (b3, b6) are pruned out from the variable 
main D~. Finally, (S) shows D~ = {(al,a3), (al,a4)}
and D~ = {(51, 56)}.

Figure 5 (C) depicts the situation after arc consis-
tency propagation (step 7 of the DAC algorithm). The
variable domains are: D~ = {(al,a3)} and D~ 
{(bl, b6)}. The value (al, a4) is pruned out from 
since (al, a4) is not consistent with any value in DZ.

There is in the end one solution given by:
(al,a3),ll,(bl, b6). The agents can still negotiate
about prices. Different internal routes can have in fact
different costs. Figure 5 (D) shows one specific global
route.

Efficiency of the AC approach
The arc consistency approach is particularly suitable
first because it guarantees the completeness of our al-
gorithm, and second because of the simple constraint
graph (once an abstract path is selected the constraint
graph becomes a simple chain).

I I
I I

al a3 ’ 11 ,.bl b6
, ¯O=: ..... O"~=::-:::- .........i;- ............’ ......... --’-’-0

", w," ................................. I J"
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I
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Figure 5: Example 1: at the end of the arc consistency
propagation there is just one possible solution.
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Performing arc consistency for a binary CSP is bound
by O(ed3) (Mackworth 1977), where e is the number 
constraints, and d the upper bound on the number of
values in the domain of a variable.

Let P be the abstract path chosen for the current
demand. In our problem, the number of binary con-
straints is [ P [ -1, that is the number of variables (or
involved domains/agents) minus 1.

In order to compute the domain size [DA [ of a vari-
able A, we must consider all border nodes of a provider’s
network. Let nA be that number. There are two exclu-
sive cases (remember that we suppose that source and
destination end-points are not in the same domain -
otherwise no inter-domain routing is required):

1. The network domain contains the source node or the
destination node, but not both: [ DA [<_ hA.

2. The network domain is a transit domain, i.e., it does
not contain either the source or the destination node,
but is part of the abstract path P: [DA [~_ nA(2A--1).

Let N be the maximal amount of boundary nodes in
the network of a provider, i.e., N = maXdomains A hA.
Therefore, the complexity of the arc consistency process
is bound by O([ P[ N6).

The following theorem proves that the DAC al-
gorithm does not require any search (Freuder 1988;
1984):

Theorem 1 (Freuder82) If a constraint graph is
strongly k-consistent, and k > w, where w is the width
of the constraint graph, then there exists a search order
that is backtrack free.

In our case, the constraint graph has a width w -- 1,
since once an abstract path has been selected, the con-
straint graph is a simple chaina. The DAC algorithm
uses node consistency and arc consistency to make the
graph strongly 2-consistent. Therefore, our CSP can be
solved without any search after performing node and
arc consistency.

Discussion
The NPI paradigm can be considered as an active high
level service which could be deployed in two different
ways: in a short term period as a smart support for
human operators, in a long term perspective as an au-
tonomous system acting on behalf of humans. In the
short term period the algorithm proposed could dynam-
ically supply a set of possible solutions for the inter-
domain routing, could compute the intra-domain routes
which can support the required QoS and could automat-
ically verify which local routes are not consistent with
the inter-domain constraints (which are for instance the
ones fixed in the currently used contracts). In a future
scenario NPI could supply an automated mechanism to
route and negotiate the allocation of demands across

4At least one of the orderings of a tree-structured
constraint graph has a width equal to 1 (Freuder 1988;
1984).

Scenario APC-time T-time
4-ND 5-ID 18 msec 146 msec
4-ND 11-ID 50 msec 569 msec
8-ND 8-ID 23 msec 483 msec

8-ND 16-ID 138 msec 507 msec

Table 1: DAC time performance.

distinct domains without the need for human interven-
tion. This would require further work to integrate NPI
in a real network infrastructure (for instance telecom-
munications architectures such as TINA, IN, or more
generically TMN (Hall 1996) compliant environments).

Some preliminary results for the first kind of deploy-
ment are given in Table 1. Although these values are
strictly dependent on the simulated scenarios (i.e., Net-
work Domains, ND, and Inter-Domain links, ID, con-
figuration) and on the specific demand to be allocated,
they give an estimation of the time needed by DAC
to compute abstract routes (Abstract Path Computa-
tion time) and to find a solution (if a solution exists 
to determine that no solution is available). Analogue
results are summarised in Figure 6: in less than one
second DAC gives a final answer to a specific network
provider, provided a global view of the scenario. These
preliminary results suffer from a lack of more realistic
case studies.

Finally, it is important to underline that the proposed
agent system assumes that agents inter-operate and ne-
gotiation criteria derive from the same ontology. Re-
garding the inter-operability among agents, NPI aims
to be FIPA compliant (Foundation for Intelligent Phys-
ical Agents 199798). Agents can refer a common nego-
tiation ontology and adopt a negotiation protocol which
they commonly agree on (e.g., fipa-contract-net). 
believe that the multi-agent technology can become a
strategic instrument to improve many networking and
interworking aspects only if standard interfaces guar-
antee communication and interaction between different
agent applications, which will run at different levels in
and above the network.

Conclusion
This paper has described a multi-agent paradigm to
support the QoS-based inter-domain routing problem
in a flexible and dynamic way without the need of hu-
man intervention. In particular, the paper shows how
the DCSP formalism provides a powerful and intuitive
way of expressing the QoS-based inter-domain routing
problem, and how to solve it efficiently without brute-
force search.

In our view, the increased flexibility of the NPI ap-
proach provides for new opportunities in the area of
network inter-operability. In the short term such a sce-
nario could be introduced through software tools sup-
porting human operators, for example proposing alter-
native choices, evaluating prices, QoS and topology con-
straints, and summarising offers from other operators.
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demands.
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In a future scenario, which could possibly be enhanced
by active networking, NPI agents could program the
behaviour of network nodes (switches and/or routers)
in order to automate the inter-domain routing process.
Furthermore, agents could supply a flexible and dy-
namic negotiation framework.

We have built prototypes to test many of the concepts
outlined in this paper. In order to validate the NPI
paradigm we are continuing to test it by constructing
more realistic scenarios and designing negotiation pro-
tocols around them, a problem that is complicated by
the fact that the interworking process is itself influx and
no stable data is available.
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